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Business History and Field of Operation
Following the South African Qualifications Authority’s (SAQA) decision in that all training
programmes falling within the generic educational training practices domain, will in future
become an Education Training and Development Practices Sector Education and Training
Authority (ETDP SETA) responsibility. Up to that stage the various SETA`s trained, assessed and
registered their own assessors, facilitators, moderators etc. In view of the fact that the SAQA
decision would stimulate the ETD training market, ATS was launched and accredited at the ETDP
SETA (nr. ETDP9952).
Training is offered at ATS’ main training facility in Groenkloof, Pretoria. Various other training
venues can be arranged throughout South Africa to meet the particular requirements of our
clients.
An indication of the scope of training offered and number of candidates already trained is
provided by the following: more than 3000 individuals from a variety of sectors have been trained
as assessors; in excess of 1000 moderators have also been trained, as well as some 500 facilitators,
50 assessment designers, some 200 evidence facilitators, and 350 coaches (one-to-one trainers).
We also have accreditation to present ABET training programs (Literacy and Numeracy), Skills
Development Facilitators (SDF) and Early Childhood Development Level 4 & 5.

Audit Results
We were audited by the ETQA of the ETDP SETA and our accreditation has been extended to
2015.
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Soft Skills Training
Soft Skills are personal attributes that enhance an individual’s interactions, job performance and
career prospects, it is the character traits and interpersonal skills that characterises a person’s
relationships with other people. In simple terms, Soft Skills have more to do with who we are than
what we know. In the workplace, soft skills are considered a complement to hard skills, which refer
to a person’s knowledge and occupational skills.
The Soft Skills required for a builder, for example, would be business ethics, supply chain
management, conflict management, customer service, team building, coaching and mentoring,
and project and time management. Alternatively, the hard skills for a builder would include a vast
comprehension of building techniques, materials, regulations and structural integrity.

Please contact us for more information on any of our Soft Skills training courses
We have scheduled courses open to the public and we do on-site training for groups of 8 or more.
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Goal Setting and Getting Things Done Workshop
Goal Setting is one of the most basic and essential skills someone can develop. What makes a
good goal? We touch on goal characteristics, time management, making a to-do list, and what
to do when setbacks occur. This workshop will provide the knowledge and skills for your
participants to complete more tasks and get things done.
Our Goal Setting and Getting Things Done workshop will cover strategies to help your participants
overcome procrastination. These skills will translate into increased satisfaction in their professional
and personal lives. Your participants will learn the Goal Setting characteristics of successful people
and in turn will become happier and more productive individuals.

Workshop Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Overcome procrastination
Manage time effectively
Accomplish important tasks
Self-motivate
Create SMART goals

Duration:
1 Day
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Organisational Skills Workshop
Developing good Organisational Skills is an investment that will provide benefits for years. To be
successful means to be organised. These skills will filter through all aspects of your participants
professional and personal lives. Throughout this workshop your participants will be given the tools
necessary in developing better Organisational Skills.
Through this Organisational Skills workshop your participants will encounter improved productivity,
better management, and an overall increase in professional growth. Every day people waste
numerous amounts of time looking for items. So stop looking for those important items, and start
knowing where they are by getting organised.

Workshop Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Examine current habits and routines that are not organised
Learn to prioritise your time schedule and daily tasks
Determine ways of storing information and supplies
Learn to organise personal and work space
Learn to resist procrastination
Make plans to stay organised in the future

Duration:
1 Day
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Project Management Workshop
In the past few decades, organisations have discovered something incredible: the principles that
have been used to create enormous successes in large projects can be applied to projects of any
size to create amazing success. As a result, many employees are expected to understand project
management techniques and how to apply them to projects of any size.
The Project Management workshop will give participants an overview of the entire project
management process, as well as key project management tools that they can use every day.
Working with project planning documents, such as needs assessments, risk management plan,
and a communication plan will provide benefits throughout your organisation.

Workshop Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Define projects, project management, and project managers
Identify the five process groups and nine knowledge areas as defined by the PMI
Describe the triple constraint
Perform a project needs assessment and write goals, requirements, and deliverables
Create key project documents.
Build a project schedule by estimating time, costs, and resources
Understand and use the work breakdown structure
Create project planning documents, such as a schedule, risk management plan, and
communication plan
Use planning tools, including the Gantt chart, network diagram, and RACI chart
Establish and use baselines
Monitor and maintain the project
Perform basic management tasks, including leading status meetings and ensuring all
documents are complete at the end of the project

Duration:
1 Day
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Time Management Workshop
Personal time management skills are essential for professional success in any workplace. Those
able to successfully implement time management strategies are able to control their workload
rather than spend each day in a frenzy of activity reacting to crisis after crisis - stress declines and
personal productivity soars! These highly effective individuals are able to focus on the tasks with
the greatest impact to them and their organisation.
The Time Management workshop will cover strategies to help participants learn these crucial
strategies. Your participants will be given a skill set that include personal motivation, delegation
skills, organization tools, and crisis management. We’ll cover all this and more during this workshop.

Workshop Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plan and prioritize each day’s activities in a more efficient, productive manner
Overcome procrastination quickly and easily
Handle crises effectively and quickly
Organize your workspace and workflow to make better use of time
Delegate more efficiently
Use rituals to make your life run smoother
Plan meetings more appropriately and effectively

Duration:
1 Day
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